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The Cable:  
A Paper By: Bro. Garth Cochran 

 
Considerable discussion has been 
generated on the difference between a 
cable and a cable tow, and on whether the 
burial in the rough sands of the sea is a 
cable's length or a cable-tow's length from 
shore. 
  
Bro. Cochran explains why such a burial is 
a cable's length from shore, and further 
explores the analogy of the cable and 
cable tow in Masonic allegory. 
 
As Freemasonry started in Britain, what 
are the traditions there and at that time 
that would affect the development of the 
Craft. Clearly, the naval tradition which 
made Britain a major power from the time 
of Elizabeth I would have been paramount 
.  
In fact, the concepts of cable, cable-tow 
and the burial in our first degree penalty 
come directly from that naval tradition.   
 
To explain, first what is a cable or rope? 
We start with fibres, which are just a 
jumbled mess of short pieces or oakum, 

without direction or form. If we twist these 
fibres together, we can make them into a 
yarn. That yarn, however, is a long way 
from a rope or cane. In fact, we twist 
several yarns together to make a strand. A 
number of strands, usually three, are "laid-
up" to form a rope. Three such ropes laid 
up together makes a cable.  
 
Now, all the cables on board a ship are all 
the same length. That's because of the 
length of the ropewalk where they are 
made. Some are 100 fathoms, some could 
be as long as 130 fathoms. In the British 
Navy, the standard length of a cable is 
one hundred fathoms, or six hundred feet. 
That was chosen because it is one-tenth 
of a nautical mile. Thus, the cable is also 
used as a measure of distance. 
 
Now we come to the burial. Life in the 
British Navy from the time of Elizabeth I to 
this century was governed by the Articles 
of War. Each Sunday these Articles were 
read to the men so that they were 
constantly reminded of their duty and of 
the penalties for shirking it. Included in 
these articles is the penalty for treason.  
(Continued on Page XX) 

The Pee Dee Scottish 
Rite Club will be 
presenting a  4th Degree 
Class on October 21,2014 
at 6:30pm at St. David’s 
Masonic Lodge in 
Darlington, S. C.  The 
Degree review will be 
done by R.W. Gary 

James and the lessons to 
be learned from the 
degree will be hosted by 
Bro. Dr. Tom Norrell 
(Doctor of Education),   
When asked “What this 
class is about,”  

R.W. Bro. Gary said, 
“This will not be a lecture 

class.  It will be a 
participation class where 
those attending will have 
input into the prima facie 
duties taught by the 
degree.  Prima Facie Duty 
means a duty that is 
binding (obligatory). 
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Pledge?  Dedicate all of my worldly 
goods to give without self-pity. 
 

Allegiance? My love and my devotion. 
 

To the Flag?  Our standard; Old 
Glory; a symbol of Freedom; wherever 
she waves there is respect, because 
your loyalty has given her a dignity 
that shouts, Freedom is everybody's 
job. 
 

Of the United?  That means that we 
have all come together. 
 

States of America? Individual 
communities that have united into 
forty-eight great states.  Forty-eight 
individual communities with pride and 
dignity and purpose. All divided with 
imaginary boundaries, yet united to a 
common purpose, and that is love for 
country. 
 

And to the Republic? A state in which 
sovereign power is invested in 
representatives, chosen by the people 

The Pledge of Allegiance  
 

A native son of Indiana was one of 
Americas favorite Clown comedians. 
His Masonic journey started in 1939 
at Vincennes Lodge #1. He 
completed all memory work in three 
days. Some of the Masonic rewards 
Red recieved over the years wre the 
Caleb B. Smith Medal of Honor from 
the Grand Lodge of Indiana, The 
Gourgas Medal (Scottish Rite), 
Scottish Rite 33 degree from Valley 
of Evansville Indiana, Medal of 
Distinguished Achievement from the 
Grand Lodge of New York and the 
50 year Award of Gold from 
Vincennes Lodge #1. 
 

As a schoolboy, one of Red Skelton's 
teachers explained the words and 
meaning of the Pledge of Allegiance 
to his class. Skelton later wrote 
down, and eventually recorded, his 
recollection of this lecture. 
 

I? Me; an individual; a committee of 
one. 

Bro Red Skelton 
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to govern. And government is the 
people; and it's from the people to the 
leaders, not from the leaders to the 
people for which it stands.  
 

 

One Nation meaning, so blessed by 
God. 
 
Indivisible Incapable of being divided. 
With Liberty Which is Freedom; the 
right or power to live one's own life, 
without threats, fear, or some sort of 
retaliation. 
 
And Justice The principle, or qualities, 
of dealing fairly with others. 
 
For All which means, boys and girls, 
it's as much your country as it is mine. 
Since then, two states have been 
added to our country, and two words 
have been added to the Pledge of 
Allegiance: Under God. 

Club Vision & Mission Statements 
Why have a Vision and a Mission 

statement? 
A vision and mission statement defines 

the organization’s purpose and primary 

objectives. Their prime functions are 

internal. It is a way to gauge our clubs 

success in the future.  The purpose of 

every meeting, project, and event should 

always relate in some way to our vision 

and our mission goals.  We should be 

asking ourselves at every meeting, 

project, and/or event are we 

accomplishing our vision of promoting the 

principles of freemansonry, or expanding 

Masonic knowledge, or contributing to the 

improvement of families, or improving lives 

through benevolence. 

Pee Dee Scottish Rite Club has 
determined a Vision and Mission 

Statement 
The Vision of our club is “The Pee Dee 
Scottish Rite Club fosters and promotes 
the principles of freemasonry through 
fellowship thereby promoting  the qualities 
of trust, morality, and justice.” 
 
The Mission of our club is “To expand 
Masonic knowledge and education; to 
contribute to the improvement of families 
and communities for the betterment of all; 
and to improve lives through benevolence, 
thus better enabling and encouraging 
them to become more productive. 
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Man is not fit to commence the ascent 

towards the heights on which Truth sits 

enthroned without first appreciating and 

embracing the value of Truth itself and of 

Virtue.  It teaches of Duty, of your mission 

as a Mason to serve your fellows, your 

country, and mankind, and of the nine 

great Masonic virtues built upon the three 

great pillars of Wisdom, Strength, and 

Beauty.  They are: Truthfulness, 

Endurance, Independence, Justice, 

Mercy, Equity, Silence, Devotion, and 

Attainment. 

We must learn to work for the work’s 

sake, without desire for praise or 

reward.  Work and action have their 

own rewards.  It is the duty of a man 

who seeks and accumulates greater 

knowledge to know and  practice 

those ethical and moral principles 

which demonstrates man’s highest, 

most noble nature. 

To know how to classify shells, flowers 

and insects is not wisdom any more than it 

is wisdom to know the titles of books.  The 

vast proportion of what is called 

“knowledge” makes men no wiser.  A 

single moral lesson put into practice, a 

single philosophical or spiritual truth 

learned and appreciated, adds more to a 

man’s true wisdom than all the sciences 

have to teach him. 

Prayer 
“Infinite and Eternal Creator, make us 

Your instruments to do good.  Make 

known to all mankind that Your love 

suffices for all nations and that all Your 

children are loved by You and shall 

cherish each other in love.  Impart unto us 

the power of persuasion, that our words 

always be kind and gentle.  May they 

convince misled men of the excellence of 

the truth.  Let Your peace abide on earth!  

Let the holy kingdom truly come!  Let Your 

True Word be recovered in all things and 

no more hidden from Humanity!” Amen 

Knowledge VS Wisdom 

Minutes from last meeting 
 

ATTENDANCE:    29 
CALL TO ORDER & OPENING: Gary James, 32°, President 
OPENING PRAYER:  Robert Severance, 32°, Chaplin 
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: Gary James, 32°, President 
RECOGNITION OF THE BROTHER(S) RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 
MEAL: Meal – Pork Chops, Corn, Beans and Scalloped Potatoes.  
 Frank Helms, 32° &  Robert Severance, 32° 
RECOGNITION OF ALL OFFICERS: 

Sovereign Grand Inspector General 
Grand Lodge, Past & Present 

Orient of South Carolina, Past & Present 
KNIGHTS OF ST. ANDREWS 

INVESTITURE:    N/A  
  
PREVIOUS MINUTES PRESENTED AND APPROVED 
  Robert E. Lee, 32°, Secretary 
TREASURER’S REPORT:   Ricky C. Freeman, 32° 

Operating Funds: $1,357.27 
OPENING COMMENTS – FOCUSING THE BRETHERN: 
1. Review & Discussion of Vision Statement; and 
2. Review & Discussion of Mission Statement.  
COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
1. Hospitality: 
 Robert Severance, 32° and the Hospitality Committee were 

recognized for the outstanding work performed at the meet-
ing of the general membership as well as the meeting of the 
Executive Committee. 

2. Elder Care: 
 No report presented. 
 Approved by the members 
(Continued on Page 5) 

Hospitality Committee 
 

At the request of our Presi-
dent, RWB Gary T. James, a 
hospitality committee has 
been formed to welcome and 

greet members and guest prior to meals 
and gatherings.  Light refreshments are 
served so that members may meet in a 
relaxed atmosphere and fellowship with 
each other prior to our sit down meal.   
 

Another function of this committee, 
again as recommended by RWB James 
is that rather than having a “chow line” 
approach to meals, that the hospitality 
committee serve the brethren restaurant 
style as they are seated.  Hopefully this 
will save some time and allow us to con-
duct our business meetings efficiently. 
 

If you are interested in participating with 
the Hospitality Committee, contact 
Brother Robert Saverance.  The commit-
tee would also welcome suggestions 
and ideas for special themes for each 
meeting.  Thank you for your willingness 
to try something different.  
Our club is better because 
of each of you and the ideas 
you’re willing to act on. 

Masonic Education 

Everything looks a great deal different fac-
ing West in a Lodge, especially when peer-

ing out from under the brim of a gigantic 
pinkish top hat. 
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(Continued from Page 1) 
 

A man found guilty of treason would be hanged from the 
yardarm and, after being left there for a suitable period of 
time, would be taken down and buried. To ensure there is 
no honour to the traitor, the Articles of War specified that 
burial will be a cable's length or 600 feet from shore.  
 

Burial on the tidal flats is neither an honorable burial at 
sea nor on land. This is where the garbage of both land 
and sea is thrown together to rot. So when burying a trai-
tor, the navy looked for a large tidal flat and dumped the 
body a cable's length from shore. In fact, both main an-
chorages at the time of sail - Spithead and the Nore at the 
mouth of the Thames and at Portsmouth - had such ex-
tensive tidal flats. They were also the only places where 
enough Captains could be brought together to hold a 
Court Martial. 
 

That covers the cable, and the burial. But what about the 
cable-tow? When a tug is towing a ship, they are almost 
always more than six hundred feet apart. That's because 
a cable and a cable-tow aren't the same thing. The cable 
is a rope of a specific length. When we make up a tow, 
we might tie or "bend" several cables together. The num-
ber of cables needed to make up a tow depend on sever-
al factors.  
 

First, how heavy is the tow? A light object isn't hard to 
move, but a heavy one is. A short rope has very little give 
in it, very little stretch. If you attach it to a light object, it 
will pull it. But if you tie it to something heavy it will break 
before it starts to move the tow through the water. A long-
er rope has more stretch and give in it. So, too, with the 
cable-tow. The tug's force is applied more slowly, giving 
enough time to overcome the inertia of the disabled ship 
and get it moving before the cable snaps. If the sea is 
rough, then a longer cable is needed. The tow may be 
trying to climb the back of one wave while the tug is surg-
ing down the front of another. If the tow is too short, then 
there isn't enough give in it to allow the tug and the tow to 
spend apart. The rope will snap. 
 

The point is that the terms we use in Masonry today have 
their basis in real terms and in real penalties. That gives 
them both a strength and a sense of purpose to anyone 
who comes to understand their origins. Let's look at the 
use of a cable as a metaphor in Masonry. As the cable is 
made of many parts put together for a common purpose, 
so might we look at Freemasonry. A Masonic Cable is 
made from individuals who form a Lodge. Lodges organ-
ize into Districts. Districts unite in a Grand Lodge. And as 
three ropes entwined produce the strong cable, so too 
does Virtue, Morality and Brotherly Love give strength to 
Masonry. 
 

Further, a cable gains its strength from three equal ropes, 
laid together. Each rope is as important to the whole as 
the other. So it is with the three degrees of Freemasonry. 
One should not be tempted to forget the lessons of the 
Entered Apprentice or Fellowcraft just because he has 
been raised to the Sublime Degree of Master Mason. 
 
 

As a strong cable is made of three ropes entwined, the  
strength of a Lodge comes from the Three Great Lights, the 
Three Lesser Lights, the three principal officers and the 
three pillars denoting Wisdom, Strength and Beauty. 
 

A cable's great strength is only apparent when it is put to 
use. So it is with Freemasonry. The strength of our craft 
remains hidden until it is put to use. We can also think of 
the cable-tow as the bond connecting the individual Brother 
to his Lodge and to Grand Lodge, those venerable institu-
tions that give direction to a Brother in his journey through 
life. 
 

Consider what we have just learned. The cable-tow, which 
connects the tug to the barge at sea, is not of a specific 
length. Our Masonic cable-tow is that bond that binds a 
Brother to his Lodge and to the Craft.  
What about the Brother who finds himself encountering 
stormy seas or who finds the burdens of his responsibilities 
bear heavily on him? Undue pressure from the Lodge or 
from his Brothers to attend meetings, participate in degree 
work or to "be a good Mason" may cause his cable-tow to 
snap and sever his bond to the craft. 
 

Once the nautical cable-tow is severed, the state of the 
seas or the poor condition of the disabled ship may make 
recovery of the tow impossible. The ship is therefore lost 
while the tug stands by - helpless. So might a brother be 
lost to the craft and Masonry would be thus impoverished. 
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(Continued from Page 3) 
 
3. Bylaws: 
 Bylaws presented MW, Ill., D. Samuel Tennyson, 33° 
 Approved by the members 
4. Membership: 
 No report presented. 
5. Master Craftsman: 
 Nor report presented. 
6. Americanism: 
 Report presented by Ill. Bob Marchuttche, 33° 
 Mike Kirk, 32° recognized for his work in going to   
 schools. 
7. Benevolence: 
 Almoner, Luke Purdue, 32° - No payouts 
8. Finance: 
 No report presented. 
9. Double Eagle: 

KCCH, RW Bob Bean, 32° - All members must sign in 
so as to receive credit for the Double Eagle Award.  
Let Brother Bean know about any activity in further-
ance of Scottish Rite so he can help you get credit. 

10. Budget: 
 Budget presented and taken under advisement. 
11. Blue Lodge Relations: 

Dean Strickland, 32° - Presentation of brochure, selling 
Scottish Rite, making the 5 minute presentation to the 
Blue Lodge. 

12. Master Mason Event: 
Joe Pennington, 32° - Event planning, is developing a 
history of Masonic stories during the Civil War. 

 
OLD BUSINESS: 
 
1.  Recognition of items given by the Chesterfield Lodge for 
degree work. 
2.  PDSR Club to put on 6th Degree and 8th Degree. 
 
NEW BUSINESS: 
 
Ham & Turkey sales - $35 per unit and 1,500 units sold. 
 
SGIG Ill. Michael Smith, 33° 
Encouragement given to the membership to dedicate each 
member’s self to the ideals of Scottish Rite masonry.  
 
MASONIC EDUCATION: MW Ill. Barry Rickman, 33° 

 
Presentation of paper written in 1985  - How Valuable Is Your 
Masonic Membership? 
 
SGIG to present Masonic Education at the next meeting. 
 
NEXT MEETING DATE:  September 30, 2014 
 
NOMINATING COMMITTEE:  N/A 
CLOSING COMMENTS BY THE BRETHERN: 
 

Prayer around the alter 
 

BOX OF FRATERNAL ASSISTANCE: 
CLOSING COMMENTS - Gary James, 32°, President 
“Fellowship keeps Free Masonry together!” 
CLOSING PRAYER: 

Submitted by Bro. Robert E Lee 
  


